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ABSTRACT
Based on the features of unimodal function, select a practical value of an independent variable within the entire
value range of the unimodal function; then, evaluate the function and conduct a reverse calculation of the function
value; if there is a unique solution, make a new value range using the solution; carry on this calculation until we
obtain the extreme value of the function. Compared with the Fibonacci method and the 0.618 method, bisection
method is simpler and more effective.
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INTRODUCTION
There are several ways to calculate extreme value using unimodal function. The Fibonacci method and the 0.618
method are two most frequently used methods. The philosophy of these methods is to carry out repeated test and
iteration to obtain the proximate optimum solution that meets the requirement of measurement accuracy. Iteration is
slow because: the initial interval and calculation accuracy should be determined first; the calculation procedure is
complex; the solution is a proximate optimum value. This paper proposes bisection method, which is an improved
version based on the previous two methods. Bisection method is quick, simple, with fewer iteration and obtains the
optimum solution instead of the proximate optimum solution.
Concepts [1]
If f(x) has only one maximum/minimum point C within the range of [a, b], and f(x) moves upwards/downwards on
the left side of C; f(x) moves downwards/upwards on the right side of C, f(x) is called a unimodal function within
the range of [a, b]. for example, f(x) and g(x) in figure 1 are two unimodal functions.

Fig. 1 Unimodal function

We define a monotonic function within the range of [a, b] as a unimodal function.
F(x) is a unimodal function within the range of [a, b] and C is the extreme value:
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For any unimodal function, select any two points within the range of

] and calculate their function values to

narrow the range to
or
(extreme value is within the narrowed range). In this way, by calculating the
function value of the narrowed value range, we can further narrow the search range. When the range meets the
requirements of measurement accuracy, we can obtain a proximate or accurate extreme value.
Figure 2 shows common unimodal functions

Fig.2 Shapes of unimodal function

FIBONACCI METHOD AND 0.618 METHOD
Based on the aforementioned theory, we continue to narrow the value range by selecting test point until it meets the
measurement accuracy and the function value of each point is close to the minimum value.
There is no fundamental difference between the two methods. As classic one-dimensional algorithms, their principle
and application are elaborated in many literature[2]~ [6]. Therefore, we will skip that. They don’t have to take the
derivative of function but is complicated in calculation. Below are two cases of the Fibonacci method and the 0.618
method, as shown in Table [1].
Application of 0.618 method:
accuracy

, the initial value range is [

,Computation is shown in Table 1[1]:
Table 1. Iteration of 0.618

1
2
3
4
5

0.168

6

0.236

7
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After 6 iterations,

, which meets the requirement of accuracy.

Minimum point

In fact, the optimum solution
The proximate optimum solution
Application of Fibonacci method:
Initial value range is [
,

, accuracy is

. Constant

. When

. After six iterations, minimum point

Iterations are shown in Table 2[1]
Table 2. Iterations of Fibonacci

1
2
3
4
5

0.23077

6

0.23077

From these two cases, it is clear that the calculation of Fibonacci method and 0.618 method is complicated. What’s
more, they can only obtain a proximate value. Based on the features of unimodal function, we can find a simpler
method. Bisection method is an improved and simpler version of the Fibonacci method and the 0.618 method.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE BISECTION METHOD
Calculate extreme value of

between the value range [a, b].

Because f(x) is an unimodal function, it has only one extreme value
otherwise, if
use

and only one extreme point

has two , it is not the extreme value of the function. Therefore, if we use x to calculate

;
and

to conduct a reverse calculation of x, the calculation stops when there is only one x and we obtain the

optimum solution; if not, take the mean of the two x into the function
obtain an optimum solution and optimum value.

. After repeated calculation, we can

Calculation is shown below：
(1) Take

into function to calculate the function value

(2) Calculate x. If there is only one x, or

.
, the calculation stops and we obtain the extreme

value.

If there are more than one x, or there are

=

the extreme value is on the endpoint, calculate

and
or
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, continue step (3).
(3) The new value range is [
Take

or [

to calculate

.

and turn to step（2）.

Fig. 3. Calculation process of bisection method

In bisection method, there is only one iteration. Repeat the above process in the new value range and continue to
narrow the range infinitely close to 0 and obtain the minimum point .
CASE STUDY
Case 1: use bisection method to solve the function
[

,Take

into the function to obtain function value f.

1

(2)Take

into the function to obtain

and

.
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2

(3) Take

into the function to obtain function value

.

2

(4) Take

into the function to calculate

and

.

3

For

, we have obtained the optimum solution and the optimum value is

.

Case 2:
Use Fibonacci method to calculate the proximate minimum point and minimum value of
narrowed value range should be no more than 0.08 times the length of
After 6 iterations, the narrowed value range is
proximate value is 1.752.
The accurate solution is

, and the

.

, the length of the range is 0.314, the minimum

.

Use bisection method to solve the problem.
Take

into the function, and turn to the previous step. Iteration process is shown below:

1

2

1

3

CONCLUSION
Based on the features of unimodal function, many literature successfully discussed and improved methods to
calculate extreme value of unimodal function. However, many methods requires the calculation of derivatives. By
studying two cases, we have demonstrated the advantages of bisection method. Compared with the Fibonacci
method and the 0.618 method, it is simpler, with easier calculation, can obtain an accurate solution, and is applicable
to a wider range of problems. It is known to all that the Fibonacci method and 0.618 method requires the
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identification of the range that contains the minimum value. Bisection method, on the other hand, can calculate the
function value with any feasible solution to the unimodal function and conduct a reverse calculation in exactly the
same way. Bisection method can also assign a value to the unimodal function, calculate its solution, and obtain a
unique optimum solution after several iterations. Bisection method simplifies calculation of extreme value. What’s
more, it can also be applied to calculate extreme value of convex function of convex set.
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